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Abstract

Intellectual property is regarded to be the digital economy's hot issue. It ranges from theoretical arguments to own information concerning everyday life relating to the foundation of internet geography. The current study deals with the impact of the digital economy on intellectual property law and proposes that although various countries have given many intellectual property laws, no such implementation has ever been made. Still, the digital world has witnessed the protection of intellectual law through technical protection and contracts. The digital economy has greatly impacted the intellectual property law that can be witnessed through cyber squatter legislation and significant legal and economic protection developments. The endorsement of business methods patents and e-commerce would significantly affect freedom, computer as well as privacy. However, some of their personal information has been suggested by giving individual property rights while describing it to protect freedom and privacy. In this study, it has also been concluded that policy is critical to conceive and analyze issues so that it would be technology independent. It would help policymakers to draft legislation and policies in the same way. In addition to this, policymakers' decisions should not base on any business model's specifics only. Moreover, the study suggests the need for other adaptations to ensure that all the essential purposes in copyright laws, such as giving free access to the public for a broader range of information, have been adequately fulfilled in the digital economy context. However, such adaptations are yet to design, and for completing such tasks, the stakeholders' participation is significant.
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1. Introduction

For IP (Intellectual property) law, challenges have been posed by advances in technology. Copyright law has been amended periodically by Congress to regulate technology products such as sound recordings, photos, cable TV, motion pictures, or new work uses, which are made possible due to technological advances. (Nimmer, 1996) Copyright litigations such as those involved in scientific articles' photocopying and home videotaping, emerge due to new technologies. In IP law, perturbations would be brought by the advent of networks and digital technologies, which is not surprising. Software patents and copyrights were focused on the first set of battles over digital information and copyright (Litman, 1994).

These battles have now resulted in a new status quo as they are intense in their day. Recent battles over the role of copyright on the World Wide Web and Internet have become more intense (17 U.S.C. sec. 106(1)). Underlying these debates, identifying the importance and difficulty level of these issues, the National Science Foundation acted on a suggestion provided by the Federal Networking Council Advisory Committee. It commissioned a study of IP and new technology issues by the Computer Science and Telecommunications Board of the National Academics (Levy, 2000). A committee on the Growing Information Infrastructure and IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) was established in 1997 by the Computer Science and Telecommunication Board of the National Research Council to consider the policy implications of information technology advances for intellectual property law. After two years of work, the committee issued a report named The Digital Dilemma: Intellectual Property in the Information Age. (Samuelson, 1996; Zech, 2015). In this article, reasons have been offered why the digital economy has been causing problems in intellectual property law, and it also inferences how digital dilemmas can be addressed. Many stakeholders, economists, freelance authors, network experts, computer scientists, academia and industry's IP lawyers, publishers, database specialists, librarians, editors and telecommunications, digital and cryptography libraries, and the committee were thoughtful. (Litman, 2010)
Along with that, the committee heard from an extensive range of government, academic and industry experts. Deliberations of the committee were most severe, which reflects the strong positions of most of the problems. We believe that the report performs various vital functions. Firstly, it is the issues' objective evaluation and explanation via which the reader gets alert to the lasting results. It recommends the process of speaking about the problems when the consensus was probable (Nimmer, 1996). In other cases, when consensus is not possible, it gives contradictory views' outline and surface expectations underlying various positions. It identifies the data that needs to be collected and for research in various areas to inform future decisions, and it outlines an agenda. Digital dilemma poses difficulties, and for thinking about them, it gives framework. It then urges thinking about the stakeholders' extensive range, the array of forces at work and perspectives through which one should see problems. The report is regarded as groundwork for substantial hard work that needs to be done and work that needs all affected populations' participation (Zech, 2016).

2. The Promise and Perils of Digital Information

To content consumers and content creators, both peril and promise are brought by the information age. An unlimited audience can get online information from anywhere there is a network or telephone connection. This is great news at first glance. There is the continuous availability of libraries' electronic holdings for the information consumer from a home computer. (Samuelson, 2003) The information technologies provide new markets and chances for both publishers and authors. However, there also exists a bothersome side. The question for authors and publishers is: if planet-wide access to any work's electronic copy is made possible, how many work copies will be sold? (Kim, 2018).

The thing which is terrifying for them is that the number is one. Suppose the entire market can be extinguished by the first electronic copy's sale to a public library. How many books or photographs, movies or musical pieces will be formed online and published as well? for consumers, the nightmare is that new commercial market areas are attempted to be established and protected by the author-publisher so that their work can be exploited. The results in legal and technical protections which reduce access to the cultural and intellectual heritage of society. For the largest reproduction facility of world and information publishing, a strong medium is nowadays information infrastructure. The technology can improve access to information, and it also still offers the probability of refraining access in previously unrealistic methods (Kerber, 2017). It can provide access to information resources of the world to millions who previously did not have access. It has the potential to be stratified, extending the well-recognized divide between the information "haves" and "have-nots." Today's information infrastructure can demolish a careful balance of public good and private interest at the US intellectual property law's core over the past two hundred years.

The betterment of society is the public good, resulting from promotion, as said by the Constitution, "progress of science and the useful art" (Council, 2000). Grant of a time-limited monopoly has given rise to the private interest to those who played their role in that progress. By offering enough control to motivate inventors, authors and publishers, the classic challenge has been to strike and maintain a balance between these interests and form and distribute works. Control should not be much so that policy goals such as broad access to information, the nation's cultural heritage's preservation and education and scholarship's promotion can get threatened. As usual, the devil is in the details, but in the last two hundred years of IP history, these details have been widespread but have been successful in most cases (Levy, 2000; Kerber, 2016). In technology, a leap is presented by the information infrastructure by which current balance may get upset, requiring fundamental practices and premises' re-evaluation connected with intellectual property. In social and economic terms, the stakes involved in all this are high (Yen, 2000). Who will take advantage of the technology will be determined by the decisions made soon and now. It will also identify who will be granted access to what kind of data on what terms- the future's foundational components as an information society. As a society, we need to ask whether there is still functionality of existing mechanisms or not; if not, then what is the solution so that we get able to form information society's kind we want to get. In the digital age, forgetting the intellectual property policy and law's goals, what options exist? (Hoeren, 2014).

3. (Why) Is There a Problem?

It is essential to be clear about the issues' nature. Current concern gets motivated, given how to two years of technological change, IP has adapted itself and given the frequency with which someone suggests that IP is in trouble. Comprehending the root causes of the problems helps make sure that suggested solutions are exactly harmonized to the problem. In the course of the work of the committee, key explanatory components are two developments that arose. In the economics of controlling, reproducing, allocating and publishing information, radical shifts have been produced by technological advances' trio. Secondly, in everyday life, the information infrastructure has become an important element, so it runs abruptly into intellectual property law as it did never
before. (EC, 2019) In the economics of information, a trio of technological advances which have led to radical shifts are: 1) economics of reproduction have been changed due to information in digital form, 2) economics of distribution have changed due to computer networks, 3) economics of publication have been changed due to World Wide Web. Reproduction's cost and difficulty are reduced radically by the digital form's information. Perfect replicas are also produced by it, each of which is a root for further flawless copies. Reduced production costs are an evident benefit of these right holders' characteristics (Yen, A. C. 2000). From low cost, infringers also get an advantage, perfect digital copies. Erosion of previous natural barriers to infringement, namely, reproduction's expense and reducing the quality of copies' consecutive generations in analogy media, is an important result. The balance struck by IP gets upset in turn, which, same as all other laws, is built on understood assumptions about the trouble of violating the law and expectation that many persons will not have access to technologies that by a trivially easy act private enables infringement to be accomplished. Access to digital information unavoidably demands making copies even if that information's ephemeral copies; this is a reason that for IP policy and law, difficulties are presented by the information in digital form, by copying the program to memory from disk results in running a computer program (Council, 2000). To most computer scientists, this action seems insignificant. However, the courts have held that turning on a computer full of programs through a repair service that is not authorized to use the programs constitutes copyright infringement. They have become unauthorized copies of the programs made with random access memory to the computer. (Muth, 1983) While Congress overturned this specific ruling, the copyright importance of digital work's temporary copies has continued to be an argumentative problem in US copyright law. In the way computer works, getting access to digital information by making ephemeral copies is rooted deeply: to watch a movie, read a book, see any kind of picture, for making one or more copies and for listening to a song, the computer is used. Make its comparison with the traditional media: making a copy is not involved in a book reading, nor listening to a song, nor does watching the movie. There is noteworthy importance of the association between access and copying in the intellectual property protection context. The copyright law's hallmark is the right to control protected works in copies' reproductions. There is an evident difference between reproduction and access in traditional media's world, such that control over access is not generally provided by the copyright owner's control over reproduction. The law has quandary if reproduction is required by access. Right holders must have the right to control digital access, as stated by some professionals and copyright owners because it involves reproduction. Traditional public access to information in unique ways will be undermined if such rights are granted. As the digital economy has changed the distribution of information products, it has created difficulties. IP transaction's dominant model has been selling a work's physical copy for more than a hundred years. Rather than being sold, digital information is mostly licensed. Between two types of transactions, there is a noteworthy difference. From seller to purchaser, ownership rights' complete transfer is involved in sales. The sale of intellectual property products is anticipated clearly by copyright law because of its "first-sale rule" this law refrains copyright owners from controlling once sold publicly distributed copies (Farkas, 2017). The buyer is then free to rent, lend or re-sell the copy which has been purchased. IP products are followed in the marketplace by copyright law, and it also promotes the information's continued distribution. Libraries and bookstores are enabled to function free from copyright owner control due to the first sale rule. To use an item on stated conditions and terms, a limited transfer of rights has been constituted by Licensing. Contract law governs licenses as it is an important private agreement amongst two parties (Council, 2000). Matter of argument is that if policy considerations can get overridden by such licenses and to what extent. As compared to sales, drawbacks and advantages are given in detail by the report. Here, the point is simply that in transaction type, the difference is significant. The economics of distribution have changed radically by computer networks, which are the second essential technology development. People are enabled to send digital data worldwide in a cheap way, and almost no time via networks (Kim, 2018). As a result, it is easier for persons and commercial infringers to disseminate unauthorized copies as it is easier and cheap for rights holders to distribute work. The economics of publication has changed because of the World Wide Web, which is the third development as with global reach, it enables everyone to be a publisher. There is an amazing variety of opinions, works, articles and documents of all kinds, which shows that billions of people use this skill (Council, 2000). As it brings both challenges (in the publishing industry, current disruption) and promise (for example, majorly increased publications' ease), so it has a dual character. The information infrastructure has become a part of life as the world wide web, and the internet has become a mass phenomenon. In doing so, it can headlong in IP law. Intellectual property laws may get violated by ordinary individual actions such as sharing embroidery designs on a listserv or uploading or downloading playboy bunny photos' scanned copies as of these works, and they make consumable copies available due to which sales may get displaced over which there should be control of the copyright owner.(Eisenstein, 1980) A complicated and subtle interpretation of the doctrine of fair use of copyright law might be required to determine legality by submitting a copy of an article posted online to a friend. Several years ago, a large investment was needed for
copyright, but today, with the help of his or her personal computer, the average person can do that easily. Some people are obvious about what is legal and acceptable in sharing or copying information on the internet. As current intellectual property law is intricate, it is not easy to provide a clear "bright-line" answer. The increasing importance of IP law in everyday life is a result of the information infrastructure's growth. Corporate battles among highly professional lawyers have an exclusive domain to discuss what is legal and acceptable in copyright matters; however, in popular press and living rooms, such kinds of debates are seen easily now. (Samuelson et al., 1998) There is growing concern among right holders about the enforcement of IP concerning private individual's behavior. On controlling protected works' public exploitation, copyright has focused more. It includes making sure that copyright owners have consented to the music's public performances and works' distribution. Firms or businesses whose actions had large-scale public results were mainly regulated by it. Ordinary individuals' small scale actions have got very less attention (Samuelson et al., 1998). The concern of right holders is that small scale infringements' proliferation by private persons may threaten the markets as communication and computer equipment have become common in the home. In copyrighted work's private uses, the interest of right holders has been increased. In everyday life, this was an important result of the emergence of technology, and in IP balance's management, it presents another policy and social challenge (Samuelson et al., 1998).

4. Why the Problems Are Difficult

For various reasons, IP law's information technology problems are challenging to find a complex solution for Intellectual property law. It is a collection of various special-case exceptions (at agricultural fairs, right to play background music), subtle distinctions (for example, "idea" versus "expression") and general principles (for example, reproduction's exclusive right). (Samuelson, 1999a). Even though the issues have arisen in daily life, people cannot deal with intellectual property law's intricacies. For example, an ordinary individual does not know that on two different computers, is it legal to install a software package is one copy or whether to make a music CD's private copy is legal or not. To such questions, mostly legal professionals disagree about the answers. There can be a different interpretation of the fundamental legal concepts, which gives rise to difficulty. Various views are there for whether the "fair use" doctrine of copyright law is just a defense against infringement charge or an affirmative right that allows copying in specific conditions. (Lemley, 1999) For both pragmatic and theoretical reasons, the difference matters. It is acceptable to take positive actions such as avoiding technical protection mechanisms if fair use is an affirmative right so that fair use can be exercised. If fair use is just a defense against infringement, then the same act cannot be justified. The essential thing is very provocative. A notion that fair use can be an affirmative right is declared as "absurd" by one legal scholar while other scholars for affirmative fair use rights suggest a constitutional basis. Various stakeholders have different and sometimes opposing interests, so the problem gets more complicated. Almost everyone is included in the debate over intellectual property. It may include authors, publishers, consumers (public interested in listening, reading etc.), educational institutes, libraries, and governmental bodies (Lemley, 1999).

Another difficulty is that content creators have various motivations and different views on their investment, constituting a return. As a result, for the management of intellectual property, they have different tactics. IP law's view is encouraged as a foundation that provides exclusive rights by the traditional model- content formed and vended, either directly or advertiser support. (Lemley, 1994) Other models include giving away the intellectual property while expecting that in a related market, the benefit can be obtained indirectly and to enhance the community, IP's sharing (for example, providing open sources such as the Apache Web Server and Linux) or keeping it secluded (for example trade secrets) (Lemley, 1999).

Discussions about intellectual property (for example, in IP protection levels, the effects of changes) are often set in a single model's context, so the multiplicity of returns, actors, strategies, and motivations matters. It suggests that all parties get influenced equally by any kind of change in IP policy or law (Council, 2000). Authors are not a homogenous lot, and there may not be uniformity in IP policy decisions' results. A variety of threads tangled in this policy contributes to the complexity. For analysis of problems and estimating possible resolutions, each thread has its perspective. While discourse on intellectual property is framed mostly in legal terms, the appropriate discourse should be broader than that. At least five perspectives are very important: law, psychology, public policy, technology, economics and sociology (Council, 2000). For analysis of the problems, each perspective comes with its notion. These are useful in the disentanglement of the complications that are faced and should be kept in mind when solutions are evaluated (Council, 2000). For the average user, a technical mechanism seems to be awkward, although it is promising. Powerful forces can be exerted by economics, which is capable of beating law's good intentions; it has been argued the recent research that "with rent control rules, intended to preserve low-cost housing, which in some cities led to the conversion of many rental spaces to condominiums and resulted in a reduced stock of rental housing" (Council, 2000).
The problem has an international nature: the digital economy is global, and yet to each nation, intellectual property laws are local. Around the world, in case of laws, there is substantial variation and also in enforcement policies and cultural attitudes towards IP. US practices and laws are focused on the report of Digital Dilemma but also admits that in many ways, large global issues are important, and it is unavoidable in many ways (Council, 2000). Digital dilemma issues are difficult because of the intensity with which all sides' positions are held and uncovered. On issues that invoke power balance elements, ownership and stakeholders' economic well-being, feelings run deep. Problems should not be viewed by any single lens or as solely as they are multi-dimensional. The committee contributes that a broad framework is urged to address issues of intellectual property policy that acknowledge elements' full breadth. (Samuelson, 1999b) Taking account of stakeholders' full-spectrum is required in public policy, and it also includes their contradictory goals. Seeing a dilemma in broader terms compared to law alone is required by significant public policy construction; it demands an understanding of forces' complete range. By using all perspectives required in pondering about issues, the analyses compulsory for policy creation will come. It will require the ability to think like psychologists, lawyers, policymakers, economists, and technologists (Samuelson, 1999b).

5. Consensus and Nonconsensus On Public Access Concerns

An essential objective of copyright law is public access to information which is published. Public access effective fundamental enabler is the publication's traditional model- circulation of work's physical copies. Published work's adequate number of copies are purchased via private individuals, institutions and libraries that it becomes part of the intellectual, cultural and social record. (Shapiro et al., 1998) It then becomes available to adequately public motivated individuals. A long-standing understanding exists that cultural and social records will continue to be preserved and accumulated. Ultimately, it will be available for discussion as this era is of public libraries, so access to mass media, college education and information has been amplified. Access to information has been promised to increase by information infrastructure's some features yet to reduce public access, and others have the probability. For the market for work, if only a single online work's copy is provided in the digital library's open access, then it would have devastating results such that publishers are unwilling to make work available in digital form in libraries (Shapiro et al., 1998). In information accessibility, a net decrease is a result. License's increased use, the publication is changing nature, and increased use of technical mechanisms to safeguard digital information products give rise to public access challenges. The publication is irrevocable and public in this physical world, and it also involves one or more fixed work copies' distribution (Shapiro et al., 1998). None of these may be correct in the digital world. Copies are disseminated widely, and they have also become part of cultural records, so publication has conventionally been public. Works may go out of print, so it can be said that publication has been irrevocable, but once work is published, then from circulation, it cannot be withdrawn and becomes "unpublished." Work's stability is implied by publication: at a specific moment, work's stable snapshot is provided by distributed copies; successive editions only add to this record. At the right holder's pleasure, documents posted on the internet and published can be deleted in the digital world. Access control can be exercised to allow for many diffusion and access gradings. (Hurwitz, 2005)

Along with that, new versions of documents can replace the older ones, thereby destroying various iterations' historical records. Between private and published information, this contributes to once firm distinction's blurring. This distinction matters because, in a published document, ideas and facts are available to be used by any individual. For public access, implications are the TPSs (Technical protection Services) and licensing's extensive use. To provide access to digital information's types, licensing has become a familiar mechanism, but it is relatively new for other types such as research journals. It has often stirred controversy even where the practice is familiar, as in shrinkwrap licenses' still-developing idea. Licensing can open new markets by offering a distribution model different from that represented by sale and copyright. (Samuelson, 1999b) Public access concerns are also raised by licensing and also about the material's healthy corpus's maintenance in the public domain, specifically where there is a difference between legal rules and license limits that would be applied otherwise. Change in the distribution model to licensing from sale challenges the role of libraries as a material's permanent repository that constitutes cultural heritage. Nature of libraries may become passing, for collection of information, temporary access points: available right now, but when the license expires, they are no more available. Material which license distributes may not become long-term public record's part, giving rise to extra concerns (Public Law 105 - 304).

To face critical issues related to digital content distribution without the possibility of large-scale unauthorized copying and reallocation, publishers use TPSs (technical security systems). To resolve critical issues related to digital information distribution without large-scale illegal copying and reallocation of risk, publishers use TPSs (technical protection systems). TPSs assure to right holders that digital work's single copy's distribution need not result in overpowering and limitless distribution (Hurwitz, 2005). New markets could be open, and TPSs could
increase work's distribution of access by enabling information products' network dissemination, which would never have been digitally circulated. Otherwise, for some works, it may be decided by some right holders to avoid digital distribution altogether. On content distribution, limitations may be allowed by technical protection services such that it cannot be shared with consumers but can only see it. It is being planned by a few content developers to circulate digital data that can only be viewed by users but cannot be saved or printed. The publication's role may get defeated by the inability to share information, which contributes to permanent, shared, cultural and social heritage. An increase could be seen in the audience- and time-limited distribution. The fundamental pact between authors and society, which is part of copyright, is undermined by highly constrained models of TPS, as stated by some committee members. It is a pact that encourages that for the benefit of society, creation and distribution are essential. It is the concern of individuals that the limited distribution model of publication may undermine a constitutional intent. These are rights granted to authors for a shorter time in exchange for an assurance that eventually, materials will pass in the public record and public domain. On the following points, the consensus was reached by the committee.

Conclusion: in the world of physical artefacts, the convention of providing limited access to published materials was established. This tradition must be continued in the digital context. In response to the digital intellectual property and information infrastructure, the mechanism for attaining this access and the "limited degree's" definition need to evolve.

Recommendation: As information infrastructure causes fundamental changes, various stakeholders need to re-evaluate and clarify the publication's concept in response to these. There is also a need to determine the implications of the public policy of publication's new concept.

Conclusion: the meeting of three developments- in the digital world, the publication's changing nature, instead of a sale, licensing's increased use instead of sale and technical protection services' use- creates unprecedented options for individuals so that information can be accessed in a novel and improved ways but on information's public access, it could have a negative influence. There should be close monitoring of developments over time. (Hurwitz, 2005)

For digital information, from non-negotiated licenses, concerns about public access arise. Whether the terms of mass-market licenses offered on a leave-it or take-it basis should override fair use or other copyright's limiting policies is the principal issue. In the law, the question is unresolved and controversial as well. Sufficiently important are the public policies connected with intellectual property law that mass-market license terms should not be allowed to override them. (Samuelson & Davis, 2000) For computer software, the enforceability of a term in the mass-market license is questioned by innovation and public policy favoring competition. It forbids software reverse engineering. If digital information product or its flaw's disclosure's criticism is forbidden by mass-market license, then the critical analysis is encouraged by fair use. Whether fair use should be applied or not is unclear if works are licensed. The committee did not reach a consensus on these issues. (Samuelson & Davis, 2000) The mass-market license must be subject to fair use limitations as suggested by some committee members, viewing fair use and other copyright is limiting doctrines as having a strong character (for example, under copyright law, providing rights for users instead of just defense to the infringement). For society, critical tasks are ensuring intellectual discourse's record and archiving cultural heritage. It also faces challenges from digital information's nature and licensing use rather than information products' sales.

Conclusion: If archiving institutions and libraries are to be successful with digital information as they have been with hardcopy information, it is essential to solving legal, economic and technical issues.

Recommendation: For archival purposes, congress should enact legislation to allow digital information's copying, whether the copy is migrated to a new format or remains in the same format. To determine shape, desirability, system's funding requirement and feasibility, a task force on electronic deposit should be chartered for the deposition of digital data files in various depositories. (Samuelson & Davis, 2000)

6. Consensus and Nonconcensus on Individual Behaviour and Copyright Issues

How frequently copyrighted materials are duplicated and whether they stop to think that whether it is legal or illegal to do this act, very little is known about it. Many people assume that making private copies is their right, and by IP law's substantive knowledge, their view about appropriate conduct is not shaped. About the scope of private use copying, which occurred, the committee was not in agreement.

Conclusion: Of public perception and behavior regarding digital intellectual property, a better understanding is required.

Recommendation: to develop a better understanding of digital copying types' which people think are allowed, what
they regard as ill-defined areas and what they regard as infringements, data collection, and research should be pursued. How these views are different in various communities and how they differ according to material types (for example, online documents, software and recorded music) should be researched. Research should be done on how user beliefs are followed by user behavior and how user behavior is changed by knowledge about copyright law.

It is not easy to understand how to talk about challenges posed by intellectual property law's emergence in individuals' lives without correctly understanding these issues. To digital intellectual property, whether and to what extent copyrighted material's private use copying is fair or not unique. It is the ease with which one can make digital copies and distribute them. It makes private use copying very extensive in the digital environment.

The Committee reached a consensus that neither extreme position on legal or private use copying issue is correct. Against the fair-use and private-use position, the report sets forth an argument. However, more correct is taking no position as on the issues, as the committee members differed among themselves regarding the issues. Nevertheless, conclusions and recommendations were not offered by the committee.

Conclusion: In society, an extensive belief prevails that private use copying is always lawful. On ethical and legal grounds, this view is not easy to support. Finding ways for convincing people to consider the economic, ethics and legality implications of their private copying's acts is essential.

Conclusion: Copyright law's fundamental purpose and competing interests' concomitant balancing among stakeholders derive fair use and other copyright law exceptions. Methods by which one can achieve copyright's exceptions and fair use are affected by the evolving information infrastructure, but it does not challenge underlying public policy motivations. In the digital environment, copyright law exceptions and fair use must continue to play their role.

Conclusion: it may be necessary to provide additional statutory protections on copyright so that the digital environment can adapt copyright appropriately. A useful mechanism is the doctrine's fair use (Hurwitz, 2005).

Recommendation: to identify the extent to which fair use and other limitations and exceptions to copyright must be applied in the digital environment. The scope of fair use and other copyright limitations are shaped by the marketplace, public policy research and legal developments. They also exhibit the need for additional actions and protections, which may be required for adopting a law, educating people about it, and law enforcement may become evident. To safeguard digital data and enable right holders to understand intellectual property assets' commercial value, there is no need to do "heavy lifting" by copyright law. In a digitally networked environment, both technical protection and business models have a role to play. The best way for right holders could be a good business model to avert digital data's perils and realize the digital assets' commercial value. It is helpful to think about business models as a method via which digital data can be protected because, in this way, available options get extended. For some products, the conventional business model of selling digital data may still function. These products include selling musical recording CDs. Attempt to control digital data may be de-emphasized by other feasible business models, and they focus on services or products for which digital IP is complementary.

By considering that from IP, what kinds of value can be derived, business models can be produced which are difficult to reproduce and even from those properties that play their role in making digital IP to be shared and copied so quickly, what forms of value can be derived. For deriving value from digital intellectual property, effective means are business and technology models, both. The need for legal and technical protection can sometimes be reduced sharply by an appropriate business model, yet from IP, a way can be provided to derive substantial value. (Council, 1991) Models through which this objective can be accomplished range from the traditional sales model (price is low, mass-market dissemination with convenient buying, where buying is made more attractive as compared to copying by the ease of buying and low price), to the more radical step of giving away data and selling a complimentary service or product (for example open-source software). To all the power offered by business models to deal with digital data dissemination, right holders should give vigilant attention. However, the model must be sensibly matched to the product: while there are some products for whom the suitable business model may remove the need for technical protection.

In contrast, protection may be compulsory for others, and even the most solid mechanisms of protection probable to be available soon may not be adequate. The technical protection can play various roles for intellectual property products: from aiding right holders to collect profits to protecting user privacy to ensure the authenticity of the information. These measures cannot resolve underlying intellectual property, economic, legal or social issues, but they can help implement some constraints, rights, responsibilities and rules. For distribution through digital networks, every information is not suitable, given that alternative mechanisms' availability offers many advantages while risks offered are significantly less. From digital networks such as the internet, considering withholding long-
lived and high-value commercial products (for example, "The Wizard of Oz") (Council, 1991) is a sensible decision by rights holders because of the results of someone catching bits for re-dissemination are massive. The legal, technical and social enforcements costs are to ensure that such harm might be prohibitive. For every content form's mass marketing, the information infrastructure may not be safe. The committee's conclusion is stated simply: using physical substrates, and it would be more secure to distribute some digital information instead of by computer networks.

Among computing professionals, it cannot be denied that another technology can avoid any technical measures through which copyrighted works can be protected. Digital works will be exposed to piratical copying once there is a bypass of technical protection measures as if they had never been safeguarded. Once copyright industries recognized it, they successfully sought legislation so that both the distribution and sale of circumvention technologies and the act of circumventing some types of technical measures can be regulated (Samuelson, P. 1996).

7. Conclusion

It can be concluded that the digital age will indeed be survived by Intellectual property law. However, the laws need to be appropriately implemented to ensure sufficient protection for right holders and content creators. It would play an essential role in ensuring that diverse and extensive supply of information work is available to the people. There is also a need for other adaptations to ensure that all the essential purposes in copyright laws, such as giving free access to the public for a broader range of information, have been adequately fulfilled in the digital economy context. Such adaptations are yet to design and to complete such tasks; the stakeholders' participation is significant.
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